
Stabilize Wrists 
for Heavy Lifts

One customer has both the stiff and medium stiff wraps.

He finds the stiff one good for heavy lifting when more support is needed.

For him, the medium stiff ones are the best pair of wrist wraps he has ever used.

They are great for everyday support at the gym and he has tried many different 

brands.

GOLD BODY
fitness gear and wear company

GOLD BODY-GLOVES

Unfortunately, callused hands are a common 
side effect of frequent visits to the gym. 

Keep your paws looking well-manicured (as they should) 
with GOLD BODY’S weightlifting gloves.

Weight lifting is a great way to tone your body and build muscle. 

Workout Gloves Weight Lifting Gloves Palm Support 
Protection for Men Women, Exercise Gloves Sports 

for Training, Fitness, Gym, Black

Suitable for Weight Li�ing, Pull Up, 
Exercise, Fitness, Gym Training 

and General Workouts

WWW.GOLD-BODY.COM

There are many reasons why we choose to 
wear gloves for all kinds of workouts.

Gloves can protect your wrists and palms from 
injury during body weight exercises, 
weightlifting and even whilst using 

cardiovascular machines.

 Weight Lifting Gloves help you 

to hold on to heavy weights 

without sweat affecting your 

grip.

www.gold-body.com

BEST
Weight Lifting Belts 

For Pull Ups & Chin Ups.

Made from premium full grain cowhide leather and top quality stainless steel hardware. 

Double stitched heavy duty nylon stitching . Heavy prongs buckle with seamless roller. 

QUICK and EASY to ADJUST. Single and double prong roller buckle made of stainless steel. 

For Olympic lifting, CrossFit athletes, weightlifting,

or bodybuilding the best wrist wraps and bandages 

for men and women. 

Get 10mm 
thickness for better lumber 

and core support
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GOLD BODY‘S wrist wraps available for weightlifters 

and fitness athletes. Traditional wraps are made of thin cotton 

to preserve range of motion, while strength wraps are 

much thicker, sometimes leather, that support static 

powerlifting or bodybuilding movements like bench pressing.

www.gold-body.com 

Stabilizes & Reduces Spinal Stress

Offers Better Body Biomechanics

Helps in Maintaining Balanced Posture

Protects Against Back Injuries

Doesn‘t Dig into Your Sides or Hips

WHY GOLD BODY’S BELT ?

5mm Neoprene pads secure the lifting strap in the proper 

position while providing maximum cushioning during lifting.

11.5" strap is made from heavy duty nylon and "Dura-Grip" rubber 

for added strength. When using the strap, the rubber side must 

always face the bar.

Heavy duty stitching strengthens the strap and increases 

durability.

Designed with a right and a left. (Steel buckle should be worn on 

the outside of the wrist.Fully adjustable, one size fits all. 

L E V E R  B E L T S

Support for High 
Volume Movements

LIFTING HOOK

Good Quality Heavy Duty Weight Lifting 
Head Harness With Chain Neck Training Belt Gym 

Exercise Fitness Workout Bodybuilding

Contact
Email: gold-body@hotmail.com , info@gold-body.com  

Mobile: +92 347-6842450 

Address: Kashmir Rd Pacca Garha Islam Nagar

Sialkot-51310, PAKISTAN

Direct:+92-318-7793194
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